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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the excitations involved in
direct photoemission, inverse photoemission, and absorption
spectroscopies. Photoemission can be resolved in angle, spin,
and time; absorption can be resolved in polarization and time.
This allows a direct probing of the electronic and structural
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FIG. 6. Generic beamline equipped with a plane grating monochromator and a Scienta electron spectrometer (Color).

• incident photons (hw, angle, polarization)
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model Damascelli, Hussain, and Shen: Photoemission studies of the cuprate superconductors
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FIG. 2. Energetics of the photoemission process. The electron
energy distribution produced by incoming photons and meaRev.
Mod. ofPhys.
75,
473E kin(2003)
sured
as a function
the kinetic
energy
of the photoelectrons (right) is more conveniently expressed in terms of the
binding energy E B (left) when one refers to the density of
states inside the solid (E B !0 at E F ). From Hüfner, 1995.
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theoretical treatment
see Hedin, Michiels, Inglesfield, PRB 58, 15565 (1998)
Damascelli et al, RMP 75, 473 (2003)
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1993; Müller, 2000).
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the Lehmann representation
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the spectral function
CHAPTER 2. GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

Figure from F. Bruneval PhD thesis
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Let’s assume:

Non-interacting electrons
Interacting electrons

Σ and G are diagonal on the basis of
the non-int Hamiltonian
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i
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Figure 2.3:aMatrix
elements
of the spectralof
functions
of interacting
Making
Taylor
expansion
Σ(ω)
around(dashed Ei
line) and non-interacting (solid line) electron systems.
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and
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(functions
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To interpret more easily the interacting spectral function, let us assume that
both Σ and G are diagonal in the basis of one-particle wavefunctions (this
i Then, from equation (2.38), one
assumption is in most cases harmless [14]).
i
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i "
1
1
.
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The resulting spectral function is depicted in figure 2.3 with a dashed line.
The main peak or quasiparticle peak has moved to Ei , which is called the
quasiparticle energy,
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renormalization factor
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the spectral function

Manybody features include

• satellites
• lifetimes
• renormalization
All the above features depend on the dynamical
and non-hermitian nature of Σ(ω)

Figure from: Damascelli, Hussain, Shen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 473 (2003)
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GW in practice
See next Lecture
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III. RESULTS
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In Fig. 1 we compare the calculated HOMO energies with
4
experimental ionization potentials for the 34 molecules listed
in Table I. The geometries of the molecules, which all belong
to the G2 test set, are taken from Ref. 56. The different
HOMO
energies correspond to DFT-PBE "Ref. 57#and DFT2
PBE0 "Ref. 7# eigenvalues, Hartree-Fock eigenvalues, and
fully self-consistent GW. The GW energies are obtained from
the peaks in the corresponding density of states Eq. "9#ex0
broadening of the
trapolated
to " = 0 "" gives an artificial:LDA
:GW(LDA)
delta peaks#.
We stress the different meaning of fully self-consistent
GW and the recently introduced method of quasiparticle selfconsistent GW.58 In fully self-consistent GW the Green’s
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8 M. van
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S. Faleev,
function
obtained
from Dyson’s
Eq. "2# with
AlN
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96,
226402
(2006)
!xc%G&= !GW%G&is used to calculate the !GW of the next
evaluated
iteration. In QP-self-consistent GW, !GW is always
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using
6 a noninteracting Green’s function and
SrOthe selfconsistency is obtained when the difference between
diamondthe non,CdTe

FIG.C.
1. Rostgaard,
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negative
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verK. W. Jacobsen,
and
K. S.energy
Thygesen,
sus experimental
ionization
potential.
Both
PBE
and
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systemPRB 81, 085103 (2010)
atically understimates the ionization energy due to self-interaction
errors while HF overestimates it slightly. The dynamical screening
rom the GW correlation lowers the HF energies bringing them
closer to the experimental values. Numerical values are listed in
Table I.

well justified. Instead we subtract the xc potential of the full
8
electon
density n, and add explicitly the exact exchange core
contribution.
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It is commonly accepted that the GW approximation for the electron self-energy is successful for the
description of the band structure of weakly to moderately correlated systems, whereas it will fail for
strongly correlated materials. In the present work, we discuss two important aspects of this
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exchange, and second, the atomic limit, in which, instead, correlation is directly responsible for the
observed problem. Using the example of the removal of a particle from a box, we show that the
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We find that state of the art methods based on density functional theory and simple diagrammatic
qualitatively. We discuss the effects of the self-screening error as well as the atomic limit using GW
approaches as commonly taken in the GW approximation predict the ionization potentials of semifor the conductors
exactly solvable
two-site Hubbard model. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
and insulators unsatisfactorily. Good agreement between theory and experiment is obtained
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only when diagrams resulting from the antisymmetry of the many-electron wave function are taken into
account via vertex corrections in the self-energy. The present approach describes both localized and
delocalized states accurately, making it ideally suited for a wide class of materials and processes.
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